A continuously operated helically-coiled flow tube (HCT) crystallizer is investigated for crystal growth. Inline video-imaging is used for crystal shape analysis and residence time estimation of potash alum. The main finding is that there is a size-dependent particle residence time. Large particles are moving faster through the HCT than small particles. Consequently, small crystals have more time to grow in the HCT. Physical reasons for this behavior are proposed e.g. smallscale flow characteristics. In a direct numerical simulation of the instationary Navier-Stokes equations, velocity fluctuations and a secondary flow are identified. The presented flow field may have a different impact on the particles and cause the size-dependent particle residence time. A particle-size dependent residence time may potentially narrow the crystal size and shape distribution in such a process, frequently a desired feature in solids' production.
Continuous Crystallization in a Helically

INTRODUCTION
Crystallization is a fundamental part for a large number of active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) production processes for purification. 1 A common subsequent step is filtration. Small crystals, flakes and easily breakable elongated crystals should be avoided to prevent filter clogging. 2 In downstream processing operations, a narrow crystal size and shape distribution (CSSD) is often desired. A compact crystal population with a narrow CSSD improves the ability of the material to flow which is important in animal feedstuff handling 3 and avoids caking during storage. 4, 5 Furthermore, crystal shape is a property that is significant to be controlled since it determines crystal properties as surface area and thus bioavailability 6 of APIs or in other cases the size of the reactive face areas of catalysts. 7 Crystals are produced in both batch and continuous process configurations. An overview of the crystallizer types is given in the following. The configurations are judged by their potential to produce crystal populations with a narrow CSSD. According to ter Horst et al., 1 continuous crystallization research focuses currently on mixed-suspension, mixed-product-removal (MSMPR) crystallizers, on MSMPR cascades and on tubular crystallizers, for instance straight tubes, coiled flow inverters (CFIs), helically-coiled flow tubes (HCTs) and oscillatory baffled crystallizers. In industrial production, the traditional operation mode is batch crystallization. 6 Batch crystallizers are used for small-scale operations, either when materials are frequently changed or when they are difficult to handle due to high viscosities or due to a tendency to encrust. There are some limitations to the application of batch crystallizers. Considering scaleup, cooling is difficult and inhomogeneities increase. On the one hand, stirring needs to be increased to improve homogeneity; on the other hand, stirring should be low to avoid breakage 6 and to avoid a broadening of the CSSD. In contrast to batch-to-batch-variability, constant product quality can be reached in continuous crystallization at steady state. 8 Furthermore, there is interest in applying continuous crystallizers to pharmaceutical process chains. Further batch operation problems can be eliminated, such as down times, contamination risks and costs due to decanting. 9 The continuous MSMPR crystallizer overcomes batch-to-batch-variability and contamination problems. A remaining disadvantage of the MSMPR crystallizer is the broad crystal residence time distribution (RTD) and thus the broadening of the CSSD. For large-scale MSMPR crystallizers cooling is still difficult. A cascade of MSMPR crystallizers can be implemented 10 to improve cooling capacity, to reduce inhomogeneities and to narrow the RTD. The crystal RTD narrows with the number of MSMPR crystallizers and approaches a plug flow but, in practice, only a few MSMPRs are used to minimize equipment costs. An additional method to approach plug flow are tubular crystallizers. In tubular configurations, quick cooling is possible due to a high surface to volume ratio while there is no stirring.
There are different process configurations of tubes. In straight tubes, narrow RTDs can be reached by an increase in mixing at high fluid velocities and at turbulent conditions. 1 When high velocities are applied, residence times are low. Hence, tube length has to increase to realize a desired growth. This is usually limited for practical reasons. An additional method to increase mixing is coiling 11 which is typically realized by HCTs or by CFIs. 12, 13 In this study, a tubular crystallizer is considered to enable crystal production in a process chain and to achieve a narrow RTD. Although the CFI leads to a potentially narrower CSSD, 11 the HCT setup is more flexible when its geometry is changed and it can be considered as a basic subunit of the CFI.
Consequently, the aim of this work is to characterize the HCT crystallizer with respect to the RTD and the achievable CSSD for growth-dominated crystallization processes.
HCTs have already been applied in several fields, 14 e.g. for liquid-liquid mixing 14, 15 or for heat exchanging 14, 16, 17 due to their mixing properties and high heat transfer rates. The HCT is relatively new to the field of crystallization since tubular crystallizers are subject to the risk of clogging. 18 Clogging can be caused by crystal sedimentation which can be avoided by an increase in fluid velocity or by an increase in turbulence which is realized by oscillatory baffled crystallizers. 19, 20 Furthermore, crystals can grow at thermal bridges. 21 Thus, metal sensors should by Furuta et al. 22 The HCT has not yet been investigated for crystal shape control although the shape strongly determines API efficacy 6 as well as downstream processing. 2 Therefore, the objective of this work is to apply methods for shape control to the continuous HCT crystallizer to grow crystals with a narrow CSSD. The HCT is operated as a cooling crystallizer in a growth-dominated regime. For example, crystal shape control can be realized by anti-solvent crystallization. Since crystallization is usually applied for purification, the use of an anti-solvent would necessitate an additional step in the downstream process chain to remove the anti-solvent again from the produced crystals. To avoid this step, potash alum seed crystals are added to an aqueous potash alum solution. Potash alum crystallizes as potassium aluminum sulfate dodecahydrate which is a compound that contains water molecules within the crystal. It crystallizes predominantly as an octahedron under the applied process conditions. 28 Hence, its shape can be described with one internal size coordinate h which is the perpendicular distance of the crystallographic faces to the crystal center. The crystals are recorded by means of video imaging at the HCT outlet. The 3D crystal shape is estimated from the recorded 2D projections applying algorithms presented by Borchert et al. 29 for bivariate crystal populations.
The CSSD of the crystal population at the HCT outlet is influenced by the crystal RTD.
Therefore, at first, the RTD of the HCT setup was characterized in this study. Experiments have shown that the crystals have a size-dependent residence time in the HCT for laminar Reynolds numbers. Large crystals were faster and had a shorter residence time. A size-dependent residence time has already been reported for experiments with spherical particles in a straight tube 30 and for experiments with elastic fibers in a HCT 31 but not yet for crystals in the HCT.
Baptista et al. 30 have observed that large particles show a higher normalized linear velocity than small particles in straight tubes. They used tubes four to nine times as large as in this work and particles with a higher particle to tube diameter ratio. They contributed the effect to higher drag forces for larger particles. A result of their work is that particle density and fluid velocity have a higher effect on the linear particle velocity. Therefore, succeeding articles investigating the residence time in helical tubes, e.g. by Palazoglu and Sandeep, 32 focus mainly on these two parameters.
Redlinger-Pohn et al. 31 investigated the fiber RTD by means of experiments and CFD-DEM simulations. In the simulations, large long particles and smaller short particles had similar residence times. The experimentally observed shorter residence time for large long fibers was contributed to flocculation. Flocculation does not happen for compact crystals. Thus, further research is necessary for compact crystals with different sizes which is the focus of this work.
Tiwari et al. 33 analyzed a HCT setup in CFD simulations for spherical particles of a few µm in diameter at low Reynolds numbers. The investigated Dean numbers ranged from 50 to 1000, while the Dean numbers in this work, 293 and 417 for the Reynolds numbers given in Subsection 3.4, lie in the same range. In the setup of Tiwari et al., 33 most particles were located at the inner bend of the tube since the shear force due to secondary flow points towards the inner bend. Furthermore, they stated that the secondary flow helps in distributing particles in the cross section where the distribution gets more uniform with decreasing particle size and increasing Dean number. In the present work, simulations showed that similar Dean vortices are found.
Consequently, the small flow characteristics may also affect particles differently depending on their size in our setup.
This study is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the experimental setup, Section 3 introduces the experimental results under varying process conditions. Hypotheses are proposed to explain the size-based separation in the measured RTD. With the purpose of analyzing the RTD, velocity profiles are shown for the given HCT setup. The profiles are obtained by a direct numerical simulation for a laminar time-dependent flow. Section 4 concludes this article. Figure S1 of the Supporting Information. The mass fraction w is given in kg of hydrate/kg of added free water. An empirical quadratic polynomial model fit describes the temperature dependence of the equilibrium concentration (1) where  is the temperature in °C. The coefficient of multiple determination is 0.9991. The resulting model mass fractions deviate by a maximum of 3.6% from measurements of Mullin et al. 34 The relative supersaturation S is defined as (2) 2.2 Imaging Methods. Following de Albuquerque et al., 35 imaging is the state of the art method to estimate particle size and shape at low suspension densities. Here, the crystal shape is estimated by inline video-imaging as presented by Borchert et al. 29 The algorithms were extended by a potash alum crystal database. The database was generated for octahedra of varying orientation and size. The crystal shape is characterized by the perpendicular distance h of the crystal faces to the crystal center, 36, 37 called H-representation and is shown in Figure 1 .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Assuming that only octahedral faces occur, h is a scalar and the CSSD is univariate. Whether the octahedral steady state shape 38 is reached depends on the initial shape of the seeds and on the residence time. Potash alum crystals can develop octahedral faces {111}, cubic faces {100}, rhombic-dodecahedral faces {110} and combinations thereof. Three further faces could in principle appear. 28 Under the conditions called "rapid cooling" by Buckley 28 which are applied in this work, potash alum crystallizes as octahedron. In rare cases, the octahedron is predominant with cube faces just appearing. Low suspension densities and a small cell width enable a measurement of single objects as indicated in Figure 1 . The crystals are visible as black objects in the projection. The estimated shape is depicted as blue octahedron above each detected single crystal in Figure 1 . For shape estimation, a boundary curve of the projection is compared with boundary curves of a database to estimate the original orientation and shape of the projected crystal as shown by Borchert et al. 29 Objects identified as bubbles, aggregates or nuclei are not considered in the shape estimation.
Small objects with a projection area smaller than 556 pixels and consequently with an equivalent circular diameter smaller than 80 µm are withdrawn since the number of pixels is too small to estimate whether the object is an agglomerate or a single crystal. The characteristic size h of an octahedron with a projection area of 556 pixels depends on the octahedron's orientation:
assuming exemplarily that the projection is a square with an edge length equal to the octahedron edge length, h is about 26 µm; when the midplane is perpendicular to the projection plane, h is about 30 µm. For each size fraction, the number density distribution was measured in preliminary experiments. The experiments were carried out in anti-solvent ethanol 40 to avoid shape changes.
Seed
The estimated initial number density distributions are shown in Figure 2 for one experiment of each fraction. All experiments were repeated and the repetitions showed similar number densities. In Figure 2 Different methods can be applied to cool the HCT, e.g. air cooling, 11 segmented jackets 41 and cooling baths. 23 In this study, a (5) Behind the Qicpic, in the tube outlet, the HCT outlet temperature is monitored by a type K thermocouple. Finally, the suspension is flowing back into the double-jacketed reservoir. To ensure dissolution of the crystals, the reservoir temperature is always kept 1 to 2 °C above saturation temperature. The temperature in the reservoir is measured using a PT100
thermocouple. The double-jacket of the reservoir is controlled by a thermostat (FP40, Julabo).
Experimental Procedures.
In the following, all experiments described have been carried out in the setup which was previously presented. All experiments were conducted for upwards and downwards coiling of the HCT. The debubbler was implemented in all experiments except in the residence time measurements of the continuous phase in upwards coiling mode. The effect of the debubbler is discussed in Subsection 3.1.
The residence time and the dispersion of the fluid were determined for the relevant segment of the tube in which the crystals grow. The segment is located between position (4) and (6) in Since large amounts of water were required for the experiments and the probe was equipped with an automatic temperature correction, the fluid temperatures were not identical for the experiments but ranged from 22 to 27 °C. Initially, water was pumped from the reservoir through the HCT. Next, the inlet was switched with a three-way valve to a potash alum solution (w was set to 70 g of hydrate/kg of free water) from a separate laboratory flask and back to water. The solution in the flask was prepared at least one day before each experiment to allow dissolution of the potash alum solute in water. The conductivity probe was located at position (6) . 
Numerical and Computational Methods for Flow Field Simulation.
Computing an approximate solution of the instationary Navier-Stokes equations is a challenging task which demands a well-tuned set of numerical and computational instruments. On a relatively complicated domain as depicted in Figure 5 , the finite element method (FEM) offers an adequate and well-established framework.
In the following, the time-dependent incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are given. Let Ω be a bounded domain in ³, and the final time T   T > 0. The equations in nondimensionalized form read:
The unknown functions u and p are fluid velocity and pressure, respectively. While the fluid velocity is the target quantity, the pressure acts as a Lagrangian multiplier for the mass balance The discretized system is marked by the index h. At time step n + 1, with time step length t, Only for the first two time steps, the Picard iteration was employed. As soon as two old solutions are known, the CNLE(stab) scheme can be used. With a time step length of 0.005 s, an overall time of 10 seconds was simulated. To obtain a time-averaged flow profile, a cut plane was picked in the second coil as shown in Figure 5 . The velocity vectors were stored for points which are uniformly distributed across the cut plane. In a post-processing step, the arithmetic mean of each velocity component was computed at each such evaluation point over time. The time span for this averaging process ranges from 2 to 10 s.
For the finite element discretization the popular P 2 /P 1 Taylor-Hood pair of finite elements was chosen which uses elementwise quadratic, continuous functions for the discrete velocity and elementwise linear, continuous functions for the discrete pressure. With three velocity components and the pressure, this discretization gives rise to a linear equation system with approximately 5,600,000 degrees of freedom. Given the relative broad bandwidth which a finite element matrix exhibits in 3D, solving this problem with a sequential direct solver is not practicable. Among iterative solvers, only a few methods are applicable to this saddle point
system. An iterative method with a geometric multigrid preconditioner usually shows good results in academic examples. 46 Here, its application is not possible due to the complicated geometry, which does not allow for a grid hierarchy. Since these standard solvers are not applicable, a parallel implementation was employed. In numerical studies presented by Wilbrandt et al., 43 a flexible GMRES method 47 with a so-called least square commutator (LSC) preconditioner 48 provided by the library PETSc 49 was found to be a much more efficient solver in this situation than a parallel sparse direct solver. This iterative method was used for the simulations.
The simulation was performed on a HP BL460c workstation, equipped with two 14 core Intel
Xeon Sockets with 2600 Mhz clock rate. The code used to perform the simulation is the in-house finite element package ParMooN. 43 The computational domain was partitioned among 24 MPI processes by the graph partitioning tool Metis. 50 With this setup, the average solution time for one linear system of equations was about 100 s. Hence, the simulation of 10 s, i.e. 2000 time steps, took 2.75 days.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Residence Time of the Fluid Phase.
In preliminary experiments at room temperature, the conductivity signal was measured for 10 different samples of known concentration. The concentrations covered the measurement range of the conductivity probe (see Subsection 2.5). A second order polynomial was fitted to the measurement data applying the method of least squares. The measured conductivity χ in S/m is (7) where w is given in g of hydrate/kg of free water. The variance estimate is 0.004 S²/m². In Figure 6 , exemplary concentration line graphs are shown for four different fluid velocities.
The conductivity represented by the dotted lines was measured at the seed addition position (4) as shown in the setup in Figure 3 In Figure 7b for high fluid velocity, the crystals' residence time is much lower and it nearly equals the mean fluid residence time. Again, the slowest large crystals are faster than the slowest small crystals, but overall the size-dependent separation effect vanishes. For both fluid velocities which were stated in Subsection 2.5, there is large residence time dispersion for small particles.
All in all, there is a separation by size where large crystals are moving faster.
The experiments have a final number density distribution with regard to size which is similar to the initial distribution displayed in Figure 8 . The congruence confirms that the isothermal experiments were conducted at the saturation temperature and that no significant growth and dissolution were observed. The matching distributions are exemplarily shown in Figure 8 for the isothermal experiments at high fluid velocity and upwards coiling (see Figure 7b) . In Exemplarily, results are given for upwards coiling at a low fluid velocity. For this setup, the largest residence times and consequently the largest absolute crystal growth are reached. In Figure 9 , the number density distributions are shown for a mix (A+D) of the smallest size fraction (A) and the largest one (D) as described in Subsection 2.3. Due to small seed amounts (approximately 100 mg of the small fraction and 200 mg of the large fraction), it is assumed that changes in concentration are negligible. Therefore, the supersaturation ratio was calculated for the known inlet concentration applying the measured temperatures. In Figure 9 , crystal size increases and residence time decreases with outlet supersaturation. For considering the large fraction and the small one separately for the mixed fractions, the crystal size distributions are separated and divided in two regions, shown by red lines in Figure 9 . Large and small crystals had size-dependent residence times. Therefore, it had to be reviewed whether there were variations over time influencing crystal growth. During each of the three experiments, the inlet and outlet temperature were approximately constant and the resulting supersaturation ratio varied by a maximum of 0.014. Consequently, it can be assumed that all crystal sizes were exposed to approximately the same supersaturation profile. In case of mass depletion in the continuous phase, the high mean fluid velocity and the slow velocity of the small crystals led to a constant feed of the crystals with fresh solution. Since small crystals remain in the HCT longer, they have more time to grow than large crystals. Therefore, the residence time distribution in the HCT supports a narrowing effect on the CSSD. Nevertheless, for all three experiments, the difference between the large fraction and the small fraction mean sizes remained approximately constant. This behavior was probably caused by a residence time dispersion of the small crystals which is discussed further at the end of this subsection. As a conclusion, a clear narrowing effect on the CSSD was not observed, albeit the width of the CSSD remained constant. Preliminary experiments indicated that slight variations in the inlet saturation have only a small effect on the final CSSD compared with the outlet supersaturation ratio. In Table 1 , experiments are listed for decreasing outlet supersaturation ratio. The mixed experiments which were presented in Figure 9 are included in Figure 10 and Table 1 . In Figure 10 , the final mean crystal size increases with increasing supersaturation while the mean residence decreases with increasing supersaturation as expected. Considering residence time, all markers follow the same trend with slight deviations for the small fraction. This deviation in Figure 10 could be explained by the broad RTD of small crystals which was depicted in Figure 9 . Comparing the large fraction of the mixed (3, 6, 9) with the separate experiments (1, 2, 8, 9, 11) , the mean values follow the same trend. Comparing the small fraction mean values of the mixed (3, 6, 9) with the separate experiments (4, 5, 7, 12) , there is also no deviating trend. Therefore, the mixing of the large and the small crystal fraction does not affect the residence time. Thus, the particle-particle interactions of different size fractions are not considered as primary cause for the size-dependent separation in the tube.
In the following, the results of the growth experiments are interpreted with regard to crystal growth rate dispersion (GRD). GRD of potash alum crystal populations was observed in batch, 39 flow-cell 51 and MSMPR 52 experiments. The effect of GRD is analyzed on the basis of the mixed experiments 3, 6 and 10 (see Table 1 , Figures 9 and 10 ). The distance of the mean sizes of the large and small fraction is 88, 93 and 85 µm and remains approximately constant. Srisanga et al. 53 analyzed the GRD for bimodal distributions which are exposed to equal conditions. For the bimodal distributions, the distance of the distributions' peaks remains constant while the distributions broaden and the mode decreases. In case of the HCT, small crystals have a higher residence time and more time to grow. Assuming that the crystals were subject to similar conditions, the small crystals should approach the large crystals and the distance of the modes of the small and the large fraction should decrease, but this is not observed in the experiments in the HCT as mentioned in the beginning of this subsection. The experimental observations might be explained by nuclei or dust particles from initial breeding which are visible at the bottom in Figure 9 . They are just slightly smaller than the analyzed crystals at the HCT outlet and reduce the mean value of the grown small size fraction. Tanneberger et al. 52 observed smaller growth rates for very small crystals in the size range of up to 60 µm compared to larger crystals of 500 µm size. The size range of their crystals is slightly larger but still similar to the crystal sizes in this work. Therefore, their observation might explain why the size peaks stay the same distance apart in this work.
In general, the effect of GRD on the distributions should increase from experiment 10 to 3 in contributions to the effect are estimated.
In general, particle-fluid interaction, particle-particle interaction and particle-wall interaction may influence the particle residence time. Considering particle-fluid interaction, particle rotation is part of angular momentum balances and particle forces are included in momentum balances. In these models and in simulations, particles are usually modeled as spheres. The octahedral crystal shape of potash alum might be responsible for size separation. According to Haider and Levenspiel, 54 the sphericity of an octahedron is 0.85 whereas it is 1 for a sphere. In the Stokes regime, the small non-sphericity leads only to small deviations from the spherical drag coefficient. Therefore, the crystal shape is not investigated further in this work.
An additional idea to explain the residence time behavior is that large particles are transported on top of a bed of small particles. In Subsection 3.3, the residence time of crystals in mixed experiments was compared with separate experiments and resulted to be similar. Therefore, the mixing behavior is not identified as the main cause.
During the experiments, it was visually observed that the particles were located near the tube bottom. Thus, it can be suggested that all particles are subject to similar drag forces. simulation results are shown in this subsection. In a post-processing step, the time average of the velocity field has been computed at a certain cut-plane through the tube which was depicted in Figure 5 . This time average can be used as an input flow field for further particle movement simulations. This way, time-consuming simulations of the complex flow field are avoided. The result of the time averaging process at the chosen cut plane is depicted in Figure 11 .
The time-averaged velocity field shows that the peak in flow direction is shifted towards the outer wall (with respect to the helix). A secondary flow of considerably less strength than the main flow can be observed with two vortices that transport the fluid from the outer wall through the center of the pipe to the inner wall and then along the wall back to the outer wall. This secondary flow is not symmetric; the lower vortex is somewhat larger than the upper vortex.
Nevertheless, the mean field resembles the so-called Dean vortices that are known for flows in curved pipes, e.g., see Berger et al. 55 In fact, since the increase in elevation of the helix is small compared with the radius of its coil as stated in Subsection 2.6, some similarity to a flow field in a curved pipe should be expected. The main difference to the secondary flow in curved pipes as discussed by Berger et al. 55 is the non-symmetry of the secondary flow field. following the transition criterion used by Piazza and Ciofalo. 56 Snapshots of the flow field at the cut plane depicted in Figure 5 reveal that the flow is indeed time-dependent, see Figure 12 . The flow is by far less regular than its mean. Thus, one can conclude from these pictures that a considerable mixing of the secondary flow occurs. The instationarity of the flow field can be observed as well in Figure 13 where the evolution of the velocity in mean flow direction in two points within the pipe is depicted.
Altogether, one can imagine the path of particles that move along the mean secondary flow as a helix within the pipe, either on its lower or on its upper part. Consequently, the length of such a path is much longer than the path length of a particle that moves only along the main flow direction. Since the strength of the secondary flow is quite small, compared with the mean flow, it can be expected that primarily small particles are affected by the secondary flow and thus take longer paths. Since the paths are longer and the secondary flow occurs also in parts of the pipe with lower velocity in main direction, it can be expected that these particles posses a longer residence time compared with particles that move along the main flow direction in a vicinity of the region with the peak flow. Figure 13 shows clearly that there is a big difference of the velocity in main direction between locations closer to the outer and the inner wall of the coil. The impact of the mixing of the secondary flow on paths of particles is a topic of further research.
CONCLUSION
A principal finding of this work is that potash alum crystals show a size-dependent residence time in the HCT which leads to particle separation. The main reason for this separation has not yet been identified in literature. Palazoglu and Sandeep 32 found effects on the particle residence time when mixing particles of different density in a HCT but did not investigate the particle size dependency. In this study, experiments indicated that the size-dependent residence time was not caused by the mixing of different size fractions. These observations led to the hypothesis that small flow structures might exist which possess a larger impact on small particles than on large ones and cause a longer residence time of small particles. To support this hypothesis, a direct numerical simulation of the flow in a representative part of the HCT was performed. In fact, a time-dependent secondary flow was observed, whose temporal mean pattern shows two vortices.
Along such vortices, small particles can be transported to regions with a slow flow in main direction. Detailed numerical studies of the particle behavior in such flow fields will be part of our future research. Under industrial conditions, higher suspension densities and continuous feeding of seed crystals are applied. In this case, similar supersaturation levels can be reached by stronger cooling. Here, it was found that the crystal residence times exceed the mean fluid residence time especially for small crystals. This is an advantage to narrow the CSSD since small crystals stay longer inside the system and can grow larger correspondingly.
In conclusion, CSSD control and continuous crystallization were combined in this study. The
Qicpic-based shape estimation methods used for potash alum in this work have already been applied to bivariate crystal populations in a batch crystallizer. 57 Hence, future research should apply shape control to bivariate populations in HCTs of different temperatures to reach a desired final CSSD.
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